Force-velocity relationship of human elbow flexors in voluntary isotonic contraction under heavy loads.
The force-velocity relationships of the human elbow flexors as one muscle in maximal voluntary contraction were determined using isotonic lever systems for seven men (19-38 yrs). The external loads used for the contraction weighed 0%, 20%, 40% 60%, 80% and 90% of maximum voluntary isometric force (Fo). The force and velocity were determined at an elbow angle of 90 degrees. The effect of the inertia of the forearm on the force was corrected using the angular acceleration of the forearm during an elbow flexion. The effect of muscular fatigue on the velocity during an elbow flexion was minimized by adjusting the initial elbow angle at the onset of the elbow flexion to the size of the load and reducing the time duration of the elbow flexion with a heavy load. Hill equation fitted fairly well to the force-velocity data observed in the experiments up to 90% Fo. The maximum isometric force predicted using Hill equation was larger by 6% (mean) than that observed in the experiments.